
THE DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING - SOUTHERN AREA 

held on Wednesday 19 June 2013 at the Brunswick Inn at 8.00 pm

Sally Levitt Black Cow David Shelton Bowling Green

John Wesson Black Cow Nigel Coe Bowling Green

Richard Dobson Black Cow Dave Bunting Bowling Green

Ray Hambling Red Lion Nigel Coe Bowling Green

Gordon Taylor Brunswick Graham Richardson JCB Lakeside    

Roger Morgan Strutt Alan Bentley JCB Lakeside    

Iwan Thomas Royal Oak Ockbrook David Edwards JCB Lakeside    

Debs Simpson Duke of Clarence Alan Smith Burton Bridge Inn 

David Symons Burton Bridge Inn 

We remembered with sadness the death of Tim Ainsworth our Match Secretary.

1. Apologies for absence:  Ian Robertson, Chris Simpson, Chris Willis, Les Hurst, 
Elizabeth Banks, Chris Meyers

2.  Minutes of Annual Meeting held on Wednesday 13 June 2012 were read and agreed.

3.  Matters arising
AOB 12.  The match played in 4th round of Open Trophy between New Inn, Hasland and 
Miners Arms, Church Gresley.
This dispute was again taken to the next committee meeting of the DPQL League.  The 
committee decided they had no reason to reconsider their decision previously taken.  It is 
not in their remit to adjudicate on a matter between two individuals.  The Miners Arms did 
not play in the League this season although the ruling was in their favour.

4.  Review of 2012-2013 League Season
Unfortunately we had only 30 teams which led to two divisions of 8 teams and two of 7 – 
not an ideal situation.
The questions were mostly good to excellent although some still feel they are a little 
difficult.  However, the general quality of the questions was complimented.

5. Website is excellent and maintained regularly.  Thanks to Les for this work.  It was 
asked if we could have a message board.

6.  Arrangements for the 2013 - 2014 League Season



This year we already know of a couple of teams who will not be entering a team and until 
final numbers are known it is difficult at this stage to formulate the divisions.  Following 
Tim's death David Edwards is overseeing the arrangements for the League and its 
Divisions.  Mike McKenna of the Royal Oak has agreed to photocopy and post questions

Treasurers report
Sally reported that we shall probably make a loss of about £170 this year.  This partly 
arises from a misunderstanding of the level of last year's subscription.  We shall have to 
put up the subscriptions this year.  We have £1463 in the deposit account.
Some difficulty was experienced getting the subscriptions from two teams, the last not 
being paid until after the end of the season.  We do not wish to apply league expulsion 
because we do not wish to lose teams in this way.  It was suggested we should raise the 
differential in payment for paying on time or late. (new sub and differential for Committee 
discussion)

Discussion of money led to talk about saving money and particularly having our own teams
writing a set of questions each.
David said there were limitations with this because the team writing would not be able to 
play that week and we are already potentially short of teams.  
Not all teams would want to do this.  
We do have a successful team of 8 question setters.
It would be more difficult to coordinate with Nic Paul, the question checker.
With (inexperienced) teams writing questions it is almost certainly the case that the role of 
question checker becomes even more important.  (This matter also for Committee 
discussion)

7.  Chairman's Charity Quiz Night held at the JCB Lakeside
    Review January 2013
This was an evening of bad weather resulting in a poor turnout.  However, those that did 
play enjoyed the evening.  Thanks to JCB Lakeside in the South and Plough A in the North
for organising and running the quiz.  A total of £150 was sent to Ben's Den – a charity 
providing holidays for children diagnosed with cancer and leukaemia.

    Recommendations for 2014
JCB Lakeside is a good venue but is seen as a little too far out.   This is a false perception 
when you experience just how easy it is to get there on the A50.  We could try the Royal 
Oak if we get the booking in early.

8.  Open Trophy and Plate Finals Night held at the Darley Abbey Club on Wednesday  
1 May 2013  The Brunswick won the Open Trophy and the Steam Packet won the Plate.
People were generally not happy with this venue.  The second room used for the Plate 
was not soundproofed from the main room sufficiently and spectator seating was not  
adequate.  Audibility in the main room was not good – the microphone did not work.  Again
spectator seating was difficult and there was a second meeting in progress in near 
proximity.  However, the food was excellent, provided by members of the Darley Abbey 
Club – thank you.  It was suggested that the Strutt Club used in former years was better.

9. Awards Evening and Brain of Derbyshire held at the Royal Oak, Ockbrook on 
Wednesday 29 May 2013  David Edwards won the Brain of Derbyshire
The questions written by Steve Cooke - last year's winner were deemed to be good but too
hard.  The questions in the 15-to-one interlude were pitched better.  The buffet was good.  
It was thought to be a good idea to combine Awards evening with this event. 7 out of 8 
teams arrived to collect their divisional certificates.



10.  Proposals for the AGM  
Sally suggested Rules 15 and 16 of the League Rules and rule 12 of the Quiz Rules  
should be amended.

League Rule 15 concerns Honoraria
League Rule 16 concerns payment deadlines for Subscriptions and expulsions
Quiz rule 12 concerns notification of results on a quiz night.

Titles of Position Holders to be reviewed

11.  Election:   Area Match Secretary – Sally remains
                Area Representative - Roger Morgan – remains 

12. AOB  
David said that when it comes to reorganising the divisions he would try to ensure those 
who had a reduced number of matches this year would have the full complement next 
year.

A suggestion for rounds 2 and 6 where we pick which tranche of questions we have:  
Round 2 leave as is and teams choose their own questions:  For Round 6 allow teams to 
nominate questions for their opponents.

For the benefit of question readers it was suggested that questions should be set out in a 
'house' style – table form.  This a good idea but some setters are not au fait with these 
particular computer skills.

Meeting closed at 9.30pm


